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matc is an accredited, nonprofit, private, degree-granting institution.
youll receive a nationally recognized degree with no debt and excellent

job placement and salary prospects. thats why matts been ranked
among the best colleges in the midwest, and weve won numerous

awards for our commitment to student success. together with its six
college campuses and approximately 1,000 employees, matc serves
more than 6,000 college students each year through education and

training programs, an outreach community engagement and
employment services program, and a college access and success

initiative. at matc, we believe that educational opportunities should be
a right, not a privilege. we believe in the power of education to create
a better future for you, and we are dedicated to providing you with the

skills and experience you need to succeed. this business of reading,
writing, and speaking is the one central, indispensable job of the

english teacher..everybody recognizes reading, speaking, and writing
as keys to the locks of closed doors. the treasure, the jewels and the
gold, are heaped in a walled garden. language holds all the keys to

that garden.if we english teachers keep our minds upon that one truth,
if we teach all our pupils to read and understand, to understand and

feel, what the poets, dramatists, biographers, essayists, story-writers,
and novelists have written, we shall have made our contribution, first,
toward the transformation of the schools from softness to virility and,

second, toward preserving for america those inalienable rights, among
which are the right to live, the liberty to think, speak, and act as a free
citizen in a great democracy, and to follow a course that will give him,
his family, his neighbor, and his country those enduring satisfactions
that we call 'happiness.' (pp. 194-5 the english journal 30(3) 1941)
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1951-2 great books of the western world published by the university of
chicago press. contributors include: martin green, editor; paul bentley,
writer of the introduction; and george e. gans, assistant director of the

project. the series of volumes edited by dr. green covers 7 subjects:
the bible, plato, aristotle, dante, shakespeare, goethe, and homer. dr.

cross was involved in the final editing of this important work. she made
the suggestion that the series be divided into several parts, that the

volume should cover the ideas rather than simply the writers, and that
a section should be devoted to the world's great speeches. (pp. 1-2 the
english journal 45(3) 1951) the volume was praised for its samplings of
classic literature and for its attention to international issues, but was

criticized for its lack of space for contemporary literature, for its lack of
illustrations, maps, and index. 2-3 the english journal 45(3) 1951) 1954

great books of western civilization published by the university of
chicago press. contributors include: stanley a. aronowitz, editor; paul

bentley, writer of the introduction; and martin green, assistant director
of the project. the series of volumes edited by dr. aronowitz covers 10
subjects: the bible, plato, aristotle, dante, shakespeare, goethe, and
homer. dr. cross was involved in the final editing of this important

work. she made the suggestion that the series be divided into several
parts, that the volume should cover the ideas rather than simply the

writers, and that a section should be devoted to the world's great
speeches. (pp. 1-2 the english journal 46(3) 1954) noted for its

samplings of classic literature and for its attention to international
issues, this volume was also criticized for its lack of space for

contemporary literature, for its lack of illustrations, maps, and index.
2-3 the english journal 46(3) 1954) 5ec8ef588b
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